SOUL

TM

Wool felt luxury

SOUL – WOOL FELT RENEWED!
TM

Create a refined, high-end look and distinctive indoor spaces with screens and panels in exclusive
and timeless wool felt.
An all-time favourite
Felting is one of the oldest known fabric making methods, and for centuries wool felt has been used around the world for a
variety of purposes – and for good reason. Wool felt comes in varying densities and strengths; it is resilient, easily formable
and retains its unique properties, shape and appearance for decades.
Dress your screen in wool
With its thickness, density and natural elasticity Soul offers a structural quality, which makes it highly suitable for vertical
surfaces, screens and panels. Dare to think out of the box and create refined wool screens that bring a warm and welcoming touch to all kinds of commercial and residential interiors.

Good reasons for choosing

SOUL

TM

• Classic and dateless design
• Perfect for screens and panels
• High formability
• Comprehensive colour range
• Endless mix and match options
• 100% wool
• Biodegradable
• Oeko-Tex certified

Pick a colour!
Soul offers a comprehensive colour palette with no less than 37 highly saturated colours to compliment your design. The
palette ranges from discrete naturals such as grey, taupe and beige to dusty pastels and a multitude of bold, invigorating
greens, blues and reds.
Mix and match with Soul Melange
Mix and match the entire range of colours with Soul Melange’s complimentary colourways for maximum freedom of design. Embrace bolder and more vibrant colour duos in unexpected combinations to make a profound visual impact and to
create indoor spaces that stand out.
Go natural!
Made from 100% natural, biodegradable and renewable wool fibres, Soul has a strong green profile. The fabric complies
with Gabriel’s demanding environmental policy and carries the Oeko-Tex label.

